
The purpose premium: Why a purpose-driven strategy is good for business

Now more than ever, companies are beginning to embrace purpose in a way that delivers long-term value for the company, its shareholders, and society. Explore more 
evidence on the value a purpose strategy can bring—and what it can mean for your business.

An integrated purpose strategy—one that’s focused on the differentiated role a company serves in society—can provide organizations with a “purpose premium,”  
driving long-term value and creating competitive advantage. Here’s what companies with a clear and consistent purpose can achieve:
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Greater recognition
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Entry into new markets Top dollar for goods and services

Sustainability-marketed products,  
compared with conventionally  
marketed products, saw a 
 39.5%
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of consumers were  
more likely to remember  
companies that exhibit  
a strong purpose1 

78%

53% 
price  
premium4

Improved performance

A 10% improvement in employees’ 
connection with the organization’s  
mission or purpose was associated with:
12.7%      in safety incidents
8.1%      in turnover
4.4%      in profitability8

Employee attraction

Cost savings

Brand trust

A negative trust-related event 
eroded three companies’ 
market cap by 20% to 56%,  
a combined loss in value of 

$70 billion12

Reduced exposureFaster growth

High-purpose brands
could double their
   market value  
   faster5 

of surveyed CXOs reported 
new revenue streams
from socially conscious offerings3 

4x

of companies with product 
sustainability programs 
achieved lower logistics 
and supply chain costs7

64%

of people indicated  
that they would  
prefer to work for a 
purpose-driven company9

78% of workers and 75%  
of millennial workers  
would take a pay cut to 
work at an environmentally 
responsible company10

of companies would be 
unprofitable if accounting 
for the environmental 
damage they caused;

15%

would have their EBITDA 
reduced by 25% or more1132%

~50% 
Worker retention

Higher returns

Companies that met stakeholder 
expectations achieved a
 6.4% higher return  

on equity6

Stronger protection

Brands with strong purpose were 
   more likely  
   to be protected
in the face of negative publicity2

6x
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